
 Supervisor Meeting 13 
 

Date 03/04/2018 
Time 1630 

Venue SIS Level 4  
Attendees Jin Qiang 

Sushil 
Sherman 
Derrick 
Celestine 

Absentees - 
 

Agenda 

Item Description 
1. Analytics 

Model 1: Use logos instead of words 
Month one: Normalise the data 
 
Model 2: All good 
 
Model 3: Add axis title 
 
Model 4: Time slider is good.  
 
Model 5: Line graph followed by Box and Whiskers chart is good 

2. Slides 
Technical complexity: Talk on QA before going to UT (Product quality) 
Handover either in Project Management or Documentation 
Value add can shift over to be with Handover/ Future works - Project 
Highlights 
Project highlights: How long have you been live? How many users/data 
collected. Insights derived. 
 
Flow: 
Add in Team and sponsor info 
Problem: Include screenshot of newspaper articles etc 
Problem - Backup slide: GPS, Monitoring System at home, Gateway at 
home and carry beacon. Non technical solution such as volunteer to visit 
everyday (Market analysis) 
Project Features- what does your product offer (app for elderlies, web for 
researchers) 
 
Role play  

 



- Let reviewers try (Interactive), make it more fun (quiz) 
- Paint a scenario, ask the reviewer to act as a researcher 
- Pose a qn, and let the reviewer help you find the answer 
 
Technical complexity  
- Developing an reliable Android background service (as a background 
service, meant to be passive monitoring. 
      - Writing an app is not difficult but due to project requirements, it meant 
to be a passive monitoring system (no user interaction) that reliable. Due 
to usual apps having interactions, wont have background service issues.  
 
- DIKW info to be before front end complexity 

- Data: Beacon presence, phone model 
- Information: Beacon present = elderly at home 
-Knowledge: Elderly is home between what time to what time 
- Wisdom: Relating to social isolation or others 

 
Product Complexity 

- Ensure system is production ready 
- Extensibility to other projects (bring in value add) 
- Show stats of uptime/load testing 
- To optimise user performance, thats why have cron job… 

 
User Testing  
Overview with dates, people, role (timeline) 

- State objectives, who is there, when, where, what did they do 
 
Project Management 

- Include project schedule and scope  
 
Testing framework - Dev/Integration 
Handover to who and when 
 
X-factor 

- insight generated 
 
Value add 

- Sponsor has plans to do this in August 
The meeting was adjourned at 1700H with the next meeting scheduled TBC. 

 
Task List 

Item Task Action by 
1. Redesign slide flow based on comments given by 

Supervisor 
Jinqiang 
[15 April 

2018] 

 



2. Shoot a video of the group presentation with the updated 
flow and give it to Supervisor by Sunday, 15 April.  

Jinqiang 
[15 April 

2018] 

 
These minutes will be circulated and adopted if there are no amendments reported in 
the next three days.  

 
Vetted by, 
Derrick 

Vetted by, 
Sushil 

 
 

 


